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Introduction

The design of electrically small antennas has been a research interest to the community since the 1940s due to their potential impact in many communication systems. An optimal electrically small antenna design that can approach the fundamental limits requires clever design configurations to reconcile several contradictory radiation properties of electrically small antennas, e.g., with the reduction of the antenna size, the radiation efficiency and operational bandwidth of the radiator decreases and there is a high impedance mismatch relative to the characteristic impedance of the feeding network. There has been a wide variety of approaches to achieve this goal including optimal packing of resonant antenna elements using natural geometrical configurations [1], non-intuitive structures generated by evolutionary optimization methods [2], and recently proposed theoretical metamaterial-based electrically small antenna systems [3].

The topology optimization method is a well-established gradient-based optimization method that determines its optimization direction using a sensitivity analysis with no restriction on resulting topologies. Evolutionary or other semi-random approaches require a large number of function evaluations even for small number of design elements making these optimization methods difficult to implement in 3D optimization problems. Topology optimization has been successfully implemented in structural designs and to design materials with extreme properties including tailored ‘exotic’ materials with negative Poisson’s ratios and photonic crystal structures [4]. Recently, the topology optimization method has been successfully implemented to design dielectric substrates producing compact antennas with improved antenna performances [5]. In addition, combined conductor shape and material optimization was also reported to achieve further antenna performance enhancements [6].

This paper introduces a three-dimensional (3D) conductor-based, conformal, electrically small antenna (ESA) that is obtained using the topology optimization method. The topology optimization method uses an iterative optimization scheme to distribute a certain amount of conductive material inside a 3D arbitrary shaped design domain such that the material layout defines an electrically small conformal radiator fed by a coaxial-cable over a ground plane that maximizes the far-field radiated power. A partially cut hemispherical shell volume is selected as the 3D design domain to model a non-symmetric and conformal 3D ESA. The preliminary research investigations demonstrate that the conformal ESA design has a radiation efficiency of approximately 80%. The computed reflection coefficient at the operation frequency is $S_{11} = -24.6 \, \text{dB}$. It is important to note that this optimization methodology is capable of optimizing the desired antenna parameters for any shape of the design domain. The optimization capability of this methodology is mainly limited by the resolution of the mesh size.
Design Methodology

The proposed conformal electrically small antenna design bases on the COMSOL Multiphysics commercial finite-element software package. The 3D finite-element model is used both for the solution of the 3D Maxwell’s problem and for the sensitivity analysis required by the optimization algorithm. The software package also provides the geometry setup of a given problem, mesh generation and post-processing tools that accelerates a given design cycle.

A single design variable $x_i$ is assigned to each corresponding finite element and it represents the density of that finite element in the design domain:

$$x_i \in \mathbb{R} \mid 0 \leq x_i \leq 1 \text{ for } i = 1, 2, 3, N,$$

where $N$ is the total number of designs variables determined by the number of tetrahedras that are used to mesh the specified design domain. A suitable function relating the surface conductivity value, $\sigma$, to the design variable is obtained from [5]

$$\sigma = \sigma_{\min}(\sigma_{\max}/\sigma_{\min})^\delta,$$  

where $\sigma_{\min}=10^{-4}$ and $\sigma_{\max}=10^6$ corresponding to air and the conductor material, respectively. Numerical investigations have suggested a different set of $\sigma_{\min}$ and $\sigma_{\max}$ values than the ones reported in [5] for this particular design. Preferably, the optimal design should have no finite elements at the intermediate conductivity values as these design variables cannot be easily manufactured. The topology optimization method is applied to the specified 3D conformal, non-symmetric design domain to maximize the far-field radiated power of the designed antenna structure at a single frequency with respect to a given volume constraint. The cost function can thus be formulated as

$$\max(E_x \times E_x^* + E_y \times E_y^* + E_z \times E_z^*)/(2 \times \eta)$$

subject to a material volume constraint: $\sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i \cdot V_i \leq V^*$

where $E_x^*$, $V_i$ and $\eta$ are the conjugate x-component of the electric-field at the radiation boundary, material volume of the $i^{th}$ finite element and free-space impedance, respectively. The optimization problem given in (3) is initiated using a solid conductor material, $x_i=1$ for all finite elements, with a 60% volume constraint. The cost function and sensitivities with respect to the design variables are solved using an iterative procedure, where a popular mathematical programming tool method of moving asymptotes (MMA) [7] is used to update the density of each finite element. A filter is also added to ensure mesh-independency [4]. The filter radius is set to the maximum dimension of the finite element in the design domain. The optimization cycle is stopped when design changes between successive iterations goes below a given tolerance. The flow of computations for the optimization cycle is demonstrated in Fig. 1a.

The finite element model of the 3D conformal ESA is constructed using COMSOL tools as shown in Fig. 2a. All the sub-domains are assigned as free-spaces except the partially cut hemispherical shell domain, e.g., Eqn. 2 is assigned to the conductivity value of the
design domain. The coaxial feed is modelled using PEC boundaries and excited with 1W input power, where a coaxial port option is used for the excitation. The radius of the outer conductor \( r_b \) was set equal to \( r_b = r_a \times 2.301 = 2.301 \text{mm} \) to achieve a characteristic impedance of the coax TEM mode of 50\( \Omega \). The partially cut hemispherical shell design domain is 2mm thick, and the radius of the outer layer is 79mm. The hemispherical part that is larger than the \( x=9\text{mm} \) plane is removed to obtain the desired non-symmetric 3D geometry. The target frequency of interest here is \( f = 300 \text{MHz} \) and thus, the maximum dimension of the antenna must be smaller than \( a = 79.58 \text{mm} \) to meet the electrically small antenna criterion [1]. Figure 2 demonstrates the optimized 3D conductor-based, conformal, electrically small antenna that is obtained using topology optimization method. Our initial findings demonstrate that the topology optimization method produced a conformal ESA design that has a radiation efficiency of approximately 80\% at 300MHz. The reflection coefficient is \( S_{11} = -24.6 \text{ dB} \). In order to produce a purely conductor-based antenna design, not including any intermediate density values, the optimized design variables that have density values less than 57\% are designated as air, and the rest of the material distribution is defined to be the copper material. We are currently investigating how to accurately compute the BW and Q values of this conformal ESA design. Note that the optimized conductor distribution requires a post-processing step to realize a physical antenna design, and we are also studying different topology optimization parameters to produce smoother/easier-to-manufacture antenna designs.

Conclusions

A three-dimensional (3D) conductor-based conformal electrically small antenna is obtained using a topology optimization method. The optimization method distributes a certain amount of conductive material to a designated design domain such that the material layout defines an electrically small radiator fed by a coaxial cable over a ground plane. Preliminary investigations show that topology optimization method produced a conformal ESA design that has a radiation efficiency of approximately 80\% at 300MHz.
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Fig. 1 (a) The flow of computations for the optimization cycle and (b) COMSOL Multiphysics finite element model of the conformal antenna fed by a coaxial-cable.

Fig. 2 The topology optimized 3D conductor-based conformal electrically small antenna (ESA) design at 300 MHz (a) xyz-view, (b) xy-plane view and (c) yz-plane view. The finite elements that have density values smaller than 57% are designated to be air, and the rest are assigned to be the copper material, e.g., $\sigma = 5.998 \times 10^7$ S/m